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This work is the result of the discursive research carried out at a company involved in a restructuring programme, aimed at implementing a series of changes following the awarding of a new contract for the management of the city’s water supply and sewerage system. This change in management from a public (the City Hall) to a semi-private enterprise resulted in a great deal of confusion among certain sectors of the population.  As a result, employees found themselves having to deal with large numbers of complaints on a daily basis without having received any prior communicative training in order to help them resolve these situations. 
Our empirical data (audio taped data) consists of 16 interviews between company employees and citizens analysed from the methodology based on Interactional Sociolinguistics, Ethnography of Communication, and Critical Discourse Analysis. 
Our study focuses on conflicts caused by situations of interactional asymmetry between the discourse of employees and customers, the result of the social inequality that exists in terms of citizens’ access to institutional discourse.
An analysis of all the interviews reveals that employees use two different strategies in order to mitigate conflicts. These strategies can be classed as personalising or depersonalising. Our analysis shows that the use of these strategies is not always appropriate, and that their success or failure depends on the type of customers and their discursive resources.  The problem is also frequently made worse by the employees’ rather limited communicative repertory and their consequent inability to redress the asymmetrical imbalance associated with this type of discourse and provide an effective approach and response to the various types of customers visiting the company’s offices.
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This work is the result of the communicative research carried out during a period of two months in 2001 at the company in charge of managing the urban water supply in a city in Galicia, a region situated in Northwest Spain.​[2]​ At the time, the company was undergoing a restructuring process since it had recently taken on the management of the city’s water supply and sewerage system (51% public capital and 49% private). This change in management from a public to a privately owned enterprise also involved several changes for the local population. The reorganisation resulted in a great deal of confusion among certain sectors of the population, as we will explain later on.
	This analysis forms part of the work on organisational discourse, an area of research which, over the last few years, has attracted a great deal of attention (Iedema and Wodak, 1999; Mumby and  Clair, 1997; Sarangi and Roberts, 1999 amongst others).​[3]​ By organisation, we understand the definition provided by the sociologist Giddens (2001:444): “a large association of people run on impersonal lines, set up to achieve specific goals”.  This fairly loose definition covers the wide range of organisations that current-day society has gradually set up over time such as private companies (micro-companies, transnational firms, etc), non-profit making organisations or companies with both private and public capital.  The existence of such an extensive variety of organisations has led some authors to claim that the expansion of these organisations is the principal feature of current-day society.  It is precisely for this reason that the communication they generate has attracted the interest of researchers (Lucas Marín, 1997:33ss.). Likewise, the changes that have taken place over the last ten years in the mechanisms of capitalist production have brought with them major transformations in the way traditional organisations are perceived: on the one hand, certain public institutions are presented as marketisation centres (Fairclough, 1995:chapter 6); whilst on the other hand private transnational companies are becoming increasingly flexible, a fact which is marked by the decentralising and deprofessionalisation of their head offices and power structures (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999:9-10).
	Since the seventies, another major aspects of research into organisation communication has been centred to a large extent around what is referred to as linguistic turn.  Interest in this aspect grew considerably in the nineties and as a result greater relevance has been given in these studies to the role of discourse analysis (Bargiela-Chiappini and Harris, 1997:12-13; and Iedema and Wodak (1999:6-7). Indeed, looking back over the last decade, we find that discourse studies into organisation communication are based on the various methodologies that have traditionally dominated this field of research: Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis (Boden and Zimmerman, 1991, Drew and Heritage, 1992, Drew and Sorjonen, 1997, etc.), the Ethnography of Communication and Interactional Sociolinguistics (Auer, 1998, and Scollon, 2000; see also some papers in Sarangi and Roberts, 1999) and Critical Discourse Analysis or CDA (Gunnarsson and others, 1997; Iedema, 1999 and 2003; Mumby and Clair, 1997; Straehle and others, 1999; Wodak, 1996; Wodak, 1997;  amongst others).​[4]​ Although the amount of research carried out into this type of discourse in Spain is fairly limited, it does however fall into the categories mentioned above; to offer just a few examples we could mention the work of Valero-Garcés (2002) in the area of Conversational Analysis; or that of Díaz-Martínez (1999), which combines Conversation Analysis with an ethnographical approach; that of Whittaker and Martín-Rojo (1999), and Martín-Rojo and Gómez-Esteban (2002), in the area of Critical Discourse Analysis; and Tusón and Unamuno (1999) who put together in their analysis the Ethnography of Communication, Conversation Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis.
	Research into organisational discourse reflects the methodological differences -we could even go so far as to call them conflicts- between those who remain true to the postulates of Conversation Analysis (see a defence of this methodology in Schegloff, 1998; and Drew and Sorjonen, 1997) and those who consider that this approach continues to be of use as a tool for analysis, yet which fails to provide a full understanding of the complexities involved in discourse of this nature.  It is for this reason that the latter defend the need for a more eclectic approach, the result of the synthesis between Discourse Analysis and other theoretical methodologies (for example, Wetherell, 1998).
	We will now go on to define the principal features of organisational discourse, which will also help us to illustrate the differences that exist between the various methodologies we have referred to. We have highlighted three basic aspects of this type of discourse, discussed by Renkema (1993:65-77), and Geluykens and Pelsmaekers (1999:4ss.): 
Firstly, this discursive mode reveals that specific roles are attributed to the interacting individuals, which has an impact on their objectives and actions, as well as on their expectations regarding the situation and their interlocutors and in turn on what others expect from them. Indeed, these elements have traditionally formed the vital pivot for the basis of a definition of institutional discourse for researchers working in Conversation Analysis.  As Drew and Heritage state (1992:22), “institutional interaction involves an orientation by at least one of the participants to some core goal, task or identity (or set of them) conventionally associated with the institution in question”. The identities and roles are of importance both in terms of the selection of the language used in this type of discourse and in the inferential interpretation that takes place during the negotiation of meaning (op. cit.; see also Drew and Sorjonen, 1997:169). From the methodological point of view, turn-by-turn sequential analysis acts as the sole means of revealing the participants' orientation towards a particular social category. Discourse research based exclusively on this approach overlooks the fact that the inferential process is activated by a wider range of discursive devices than mere sequential factors (Gumperz, 1982, believes that contextualisation cues are present at all linguistic levels); in addition, it fails to consider external social causes and therefore does not consider discourse in terms of the activation of varying interpretative repertoires that confer meaning upon the dialogue taking place.  
The fact that they do not take into account the relationship existing between discursive-sequential aspects and the social macrostructure has resuscitated traditional criticisms of the analytical procedures employed by ethnomethodologists and conversation analysts and has also generated a shower of new arguments against this method (Bourdieu, 1982 and 1997; Gumperz, 1982 and 2001: 218; Fairclough, 1989:12; Duranti, 1997:357; Sarangi and Roberts, 1999:392; Wetherell, 1998:391; amongst others). As an example, according to Bourdieu (1997:116; also in his work published in 1982:40-41): “[los etnometodólogos] omiten plantear la cuestión de la construcción social de los principios de construcción de la realidad social que tratan de explicitar, e interrogarse sobre la contribución del Estado a la construcción de los principios de construcción que los agentes ponen en marcha para producir el orden social”.​[5]​
However, perhaps the one of the harshest criticisms of Conversation Analysis has come from Billig (1999), made in response to the attacks made by Schegloff (1998) against those researchers that introduce a "critical" perspective into discourse analysis. Billig considers that the methodological posture defended by Schegloff is in itself ideological, as a purely empirical analysis constitutes in reality “an essentially non-critical view of the social world” (p. 552 and 556). Indeed, an "absence of criticism" is no less ideological than the existence of criticism.  Along these lines, if Sociology, under the pretext of remaining outside the ideological arena, is unable to do without the social determinations generated by the macrostructure, then the same is equally true in the case of Linguistics (or Discourse Analysis). As Briggs states too (1997:451), a scientific posture that implies “a denial that difference, conflict, institutions, social inequality, and history shape language, an attempt to root social and political analysis out of Linguistics, and the claim that scholarly endeavours exist apart from the politics of contemporary society” can only be classified as political conservatism.​[6]​
The second characteristic in organisational discourse is the growing task differentiation that exists both within and between the various institutions and organisations.  This may lead to a series of difficulties for those individuals who do not share their professional culture of these institutions and organisations to experience serious troubles. Generally speaking, the various participants tend to use differing frames (Goffman, 1974) and on many occasions the non-institutional participant does not have sufficient knowledge or experience in the use of the strategies needed for a formal and increasingly technological context - both from an oral and a written perspective. This may result in the non-fulfilment of his/her objectives or the prevalence of situations of conflict (Goodwin and Harness Goodwin, 1997; Gunnarsson and others, 1997:1-2). This is particularly true in the case of less literate participants: socio-economic disadvantages have an impact on interactive processes and affect the degree to which the practical problems affecting the citizens/clients are resolved.  Consequently, the analysis of institutional/organisational discourse reveals the unequal access to discourse resources that exists in society, and as such the asymmetrical relationship that is inherent to this discourse mode is heightened with this type of citizens (Fairclough, 1989:62ss.).
Lastly, organisational discourse shows that the institutions that generate this type of discourse are power-covered organisations, to the extent that the professionals working within them have access to specific prerogatives and privileges that are not available to private individuals. It is precisely this aspect that has attracted the principal attention of the more European school of discourse, namely Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 1989:chapter 3, and 1995:chapters 1 to 3; Fairclough and Wodak, 1997; Gunnarsson and others, 1997:chapter 1; and Wodak, 1997:174; among others). Indeed, Wodak describes their goal as “an approach to the study of language and discourse (...) that aims to reveal both explicit and implicit rules and power structures in socially important domains. In modern societies these domains are embodied in institutions which are structured in terms of social power relationships and characterised by specific divisions of labour. Within institutions, elites (typically consisting of white males) occupy the dominant positions and therefore possess power. They determine what Bourdieu calls the ‘symbolic market’” (op.cit.). Thanks to this power, the decisions adopted by these institutions and their elites (many of which are of an increasingly global and universal nature) have a direct impact on citizens' lives, although on many occasions they are often incapable of working out the full implications of many of these decisions fast enough, as they are almost always presented in discursive formats that naturalise the power concealed within. 


2. Methodological issues and context.

The methodology used in this work is based on the premises and procedures of the microanalytical trends referred to above.  In keeping with the nature of the data obtained, we have selectively applied the principles from varying American approaches to interactive communication: mainly, Interactional Sociolinguistics and Ethnography of Communication. These fields of study provide a valuable methodological tool for those of us interested in the analysis of oral discourse for the purposes of both data collection and their later analysis.  Interactional Sociolinguistics takes advantage of the analytical tools of Pragmatics and Conversation Analysis in order to decipher the socio-cultural meaning of discursive events. In using the various tools provided by these areas of research, we have based our analysis on the following initial assumption: we consider interactive discourse to be a negotiated construction of meaning, in which the participants make use of the resources available to them in their communicative repertoire to construct various discursive strategies designed to achieve their communicative goals in the socio-cultural context in which this discourse is generated. In this sense, a sequential analysis of discursive events enables us to observe the way in which power relations are negotiated in face to face interaction and ideologies are co-constructed through discourse. For this reason, the section dealing with the empirical analysis (section 4) includes three representative interviews taken from the corpus, which have been analysed sequentially.  This enables us to observe not only the way in which employees mobilise various discursive strategies (described in section 3), but also to determine their interactive impact on the communication being carried out.  
We have also been made use of ideas of discourse theorists such as Foucault (1994), Bourdieu (1990) and Habermas (1981), as well as from the modern European School of Critical Discourse Analysis. The aspects of these authors’ works that most interest us are the following: their interest in wider socio-cultural, socio-political and even socio-historical contexts that cover discursive practices such as those we have analysed; the importance they attach to the relationship between discourse and power, and discourse and ideology; and their insistence on the need to investigate the discourse of power that generates the widest gap between those citizens who come into contact with it.
Our work is therefore presented as a critical socio-discursive analysis. Consequently, and unlike most of the work carried out into CDA to date, which has tended to focus on written discourse, we have opted to include observation and ethnographic data collection.   CDA from a sociolinguistic perspective has previously been applied to various research projects such as those we have already mentioned by Wodak (1996), and Tusón and  Unamuno (1999) or the range of articles included in  Pragmatics, Special Issue Ethnography, Discourse and Hegemony, edited by Bloommaert and others (2003). 
As far as the data collection itself is concerned, this is based on a qualitative methodology (Erickson, 1992). We made recordings and took field notes in the aforementioned water utility company (having first obtained permission from the organisation and the employees involved).​[7]​ We obtained a total of around eighty exchanges taken from 25 hours of recording, 16 of which were selected for transcription and analysis. 
Regarding the social context, the water company has been responsible for managing the water supply and treatment of sewage and waste in a Galician city since 2001.  Prior to this date these services were administered publicly; a minimum charge was made for water consumption and any outstanding invoices frequently remained uncollected.  By privatising these services, the aim was to regularise payments and the management of the other services referred to above.  Waste collection and treatment is a new service that the company merely manages, transferring the funds to the corresponding public organisation.
These changes generated numerous conflicts with local residents, many of which were based on unfounded opinions and generated by society.  Indeed, public opinion forecasts an increase in charges, yet failed to understand the reason for such an increase, based not on an excessive rise in costs due to privatisation, but essentially due to the inclusion of a new service (imposed by the regional government) and the charges made for excess consumption (part of the necessary regularisation of the service).  This generated a feeling of opposition against the company, fostered by political opposition to the local authority and by various organisations with particular interests in the city.​[8]​
Our data reveal that the majority of the complaints expressed during exchanges between the public and employees are the result of misunderstandings regarding the contents of the bill, payment and general management, and are almost always related to what the client considers to be an increase in charges. These misunderstandings were repeated with a document sent to clients with the intention of explaining the concepts included in the bill. Many people thought that it was a second bill that they were also required to pay, which once again reflects the public's concern regarding increased costs and its negative opinion of the company. Consequently, in the social context, the documents the company designed with the intention of facilitating client-company communication instead acted as a further source of communicative difficulties. In the light of this situation, an extra effort was required from the employees during the various interactions. During the course of their working day they were forced to deal with a large number of people crowded into their facilities whose conversations mutually fuelled their queries and sense of dissatisfaction. 

3. Description of the strategies created by the employees. 
The results of our research show that it is in the interaction with the customer where company employees construct both the response and the new image the company has designed to deal with the water issue. We have observed that this construction includes the use of two types of communicative strategies: 1) depersonalising strategies that present the new management of water resources as a transparent, democratic and modern process, and 2) personalising strategies that establish affiliate alliances with customers in order to reduce communicative tension and bring the administration (public/private) closer to the citizens.
The linguistic and discursive devices to build these strategies are also diverse. Within these depersonalising strategies we have identified the following procedures:​[9]​  
a) Technical vocabulary:
For example, in answer to a question posed by a customer employing colloquial language (“I’ve asked for a temporary electrical connection.  And I wanted to put in the water and drains…What do I have to do?”), a female employee responds in the following manner: “Authorisation to connect water and sewage facilities on this site is not permitted at the current time… Once you have obtained planning permission from the City Council…”  (Interaction 1).

b) Impersonal constructions and clauses with nominalizations or clauses with active verbs in which the subject is either the company (or the City Hall) or the plural form of the first person subject pronoun which includes the employee; impersonal and generalising structures in which the agent is also the customer: 

- “Authorisation to connect water and sewage facilities on this site is not permitted at the current time” (Taken from the previous example).
- “Well let’s say, in order to avoid … using water from the mains, which is supposed to be for domestic or industrial use…not for irrigation…” (Female employee’s response to a customer’s query of the company’s refusal to install a water supply on land which is not destined for construction)  (Interaction 1).  
- “We’ll have a look at it in just a minute.  Please, we’ll have a look in a second, all right?”  (Interaction 14).
- “Because the water bill also includes the charges for other services such as waste collection…so being registered for the water supply also means that you’re registered for waste collection…Because of course the City Council has no way of, how can I put it, of…of checking…whether the service is actually being used or not…” (Female employee’s explanation for the fact that the water bill is now higher because it also includes waste collection)  (Interaction 2).  

c) Deontic expressions (mainly periphrasis of obligation) to indicate that employee behaviour is in line with the objective norms established by the municipal government: “... But the bill has to be for everyone…I mean, it’s not that… well, when the invoices are issued, I mean that they’re sent out to everyone…If everyone’s paying their January bills in September, then you just have to wait until the City Council has finished with month of January-February…”  (Interaction 4).   

d) Accumulation of modal adverbs with a positive or negative meaning in order to confirm the fact that the company is abiding by current legislation, or to apologise for citizens’ claims of overcharging or complaints about billing mistakes.  “Let’s see, in the first place, we haven’t put the prices up.  The water company will never be in a position where it can raise the prices a single penny.  Any increases will always be approved by the City Council…” (Interaction 4).   

e) Performative speech acts that call on the client to confirm that what is said is in keeping with the information in the bill in question: “... Today, you can check it for yourself. The meter is… it’s clearly on view and…well, it has to show…So when you open up the house, just read the meter…” (Interaction 4).   

f) Argumentative discourse to show the client each stage of the procedure followed in billing water usage.  “If you look carefully, on this bill…you can see the reading…As we didn’t visit your home to bill you the minimum amount…we just repeated the same reading you had in March… So we didn’t charge you anything… and you pay the minimum charge… Precisely…So we’re starting from….this regularisation comes…So now let’s take a look at the bill for January-February, shall we?  So what this means is that from December to the twenty-third of January, this is the reading we had…” (Interaction 10).   

The use of the following devices features widely throughout these personalising strategies: 

a) Colloquial vocabulary in keeping with the client’s image and/or to facilitate the customer’s understanding of administrative and billing procedures: 

- “I realise that the reason might just be to prevent…to prevent that” (Female employee explaining why a customer’s request has been turned down)  (Interaction 1).   
- “So, of course, uh…mm... mm..., so well... if we’re careful, then we receive, ten, twenty, thirty…But if we’re a bit, then we use more (Female employee’s response explaining that the minimum charge for water covers basic needs, but an excessive water consumption will imply having to pay for it)  (Interaction 10).  

b) Syntactic structures in which the subject is the person first singular or plural pronoun: 

- “I realise that the reason might just be to prevent…to prevent that” (Female employee explaining why a customer’s request has been turned down)  (Interaction 1).   
- “Up till now we householders have all been paying for thirty cubic metres”  (In this case the female employee uses the first person plural to portray herself as a citizen who also pays her taxes)  (Interaction 4).   

c)  Presence of examples to compare the water issue with other utilities the customer may be familiar with (telephone, electricity, etc.), or with everyday situations:
 
-  “So now the idea is to charge you for what you actually use, in other words, everyone pays for the amount they consume; if someone uses a lot then they’ll have to pay for it…and someone whose home is closed up, for example, will just have to pay a basic rate…just like they do for the telephone”  (Female employee’s explanation for the new rates)  (Interaction 2).  
 - “That’s like marrying the wrong man” (Female employee’s response to a landlord’s complaint that his tenant does not pay his bills on time)  (Interaction 14).   

d) Popular sayings or proverbs inserted into the explanation of a procedure to justify the company’s behaviour: “You know that people always get better bargains than everyone else, earn more money than the rest…”  (Female employee’s response to a woman’s complaint that other people have been charged less for the water meter)  (Interaction 9).  

e) The use of dialogue to justify the company’s behaviour:  

- “So, uh…, yes it’s true that for the time being it’s not possible to read the meters every two months.  Why?  Well, mm, many of the meters are actually inside the houses.  And it’s not the same to just go to the hall of the building and… read the meters of… fifteen flats… as actually having to go to each flat: - ‘Let’s see, let me in, because I have to read the meter’. – ‘Well, love, I don’t know… I’ve no idea where it is’. – ‘So let me have a look, because it’s usually in the larder, or by the window, or wherever’…”  (Interaction 4).  

f) Employee explanations about water consumption in his/her own household (The litres of water used by the washing machine, the dishwasher, etc. and how often these appliances are used in the employee’s own home):

- “Because if we’re talking about how much a washing machine uses…” (The female employee is trying to prove to the customer that the minimum charge is reasonable considering the amount of water a washing machine uses)  (Interaction 10).   
- “With this type of regularisation you’ll be paying around six thousand pesetas a year over the standard charge.  That’s about the same amount as me, and there are three of us in my house… as well as a dog and a cat…”  (Interaction 10).   

g) Affiliative alliances, like a positive appraisal of the personal characteristics of women customers in some cases; and comments sympathising with the customer’s particular situation:

- “Ah, I can tell you’re a good mum” (Female employee’s response to a woman’s comment that she hardly ever uses the washing machine because she still washes delicate items by hand) (Interaction 12).    
- “Maybe she did dear, but she did it in August, do you see?”  (Female employee’s response to a woman’s complaint that she’s a widow and has to deal with the problems she has with her tenant on her own) (Interaction 14).  

The use of these strategies is sometimes successful and shows the employees' skill by combining them in accordance with the situations and client type (as shown in Domínguez- Seco, 2003). However, there are several interviews in which these are not communicatively efficient, due to the fact that the employees are unable to use the aforementioned strategies in a flexible manner and fail to take into consideration the variety of clients that visit the company's offices; in other cases they have not been trained in adapting them when the communicative situation becomes conflictive.
This paper focuses on these conflict interactions as their analysis allows us to illustrate more clearly our entire research process and the methodology employed, as well as the final recommendations we made to this company.​[10]​ We have selected three specific situations, whose analysis reveals that the essential problem lies not only in the employees, but in an overall error of planning by the company. The three situations are as follows: a) several customers (primarily senior citizens) do not share the administrative discourse and the conceptual frame triggered by the different employees during the interaction (interview 1); b) the information that had previously been given to the public proved insufficient, which greatly increased the communicative effort required on the part of the employees in order to respond to complaints or enquiries and, consequently, it is occasionally difficult to reassure citizens (interview 2); and c) some employees are not prepared to resolve the communicative conflict and  there are instances in which the conflict is, in fact, instigated by the employees themselves (interview 3).

4. Analysis of the selected interviews.​[11]​  

Interview 1: A man that presents a complaint due to an incorrect drain measurement. 

In general terms, this interview fits in with the type of discursive conflict classified in section 3 as (a).  In these instances it can be observed how the lack of information provided during the company's restructuring process has generated false discursive expectations amongst clients as to how the company should act. In the majority of cases, these false expectations are the cause of a range of discursive conflicts. 
The interaction analysed in this section is part of a series of exchanges that have been taking place between the client, C, and the company for almost a month.  It is important to consider the interactional background between C and E (the employee) in order to correctly comprehend the discursive conflict that arises during this encounter.  According to the list of observations for this user, C has requested the replacement of the drain connection in his home; in order to carry out this work, the water company has subcontracted another company.  In the accompanying transcriptions, the manager of this latter company is given the pseudonym Marcial. The subcontracted company has completed the work and the water company has issued C with a bill based on the work carried out and the number of metres necessary for the connection.  Several days later, C has paid the bill but lodges a complaint, as he believes that there is an error in the number of metres of piping included on the bill.  He is therefore requesting that the measurements be taken a second time.  Two weeks later he returns to the company's offices to check on the state of affairs and to ask to be present during the second measuring. The analysis of the interaction that takes place at this stage of the proceedings is included in this section.  
The result is an irritated client who intends to complain about the service he has received. E tries to retain control of the interaction through the use of the depersonalising resources described in previous paragraphs, designing a discursive asymmetry in order to placate C's protests.  Yet in this instance the strategy fails due to the fact that C refuses to assume the unequal interactional position and makes constant challenges to the state of asymmetry, which eventually leads to discursive conflict. As will be seen in the analysis, the result is the female employee’s recourse to an authoritarian discourse of power that is a clear contradiction of the democratic framework designed by the company for its new water management system.   







75	Let's see if you agree with me,
76	Because I'm not completely in the wrong...
77	I'm the one complaining, ...
78	you lot o- eh, you trust Marcial.
79	Marcial is out there,
80	And he's doing the work.
81	I don't know how long he's been at it.
82	All you have to do is go and measure and check...
83	It can't be that much of an effort...
84	to let me know...
85	I'm at No. 44,
86	Just ring the bell
87	And say, well, shall we come to an agreement?...
88	And now...
89	you- because you- I don't care what Marcial says,





On the other hand, the underlying argument in E's interventions is based on the fact that the legal procedures adopted by the courts are not applicable to the context of the company as it has its own set of established procedures: qualified staff from the water company will check the work carried out by Marcial (57-61, 124ff., 205-209, 334-338). If we refer to the final fragment for example: “the fact is there are things that we need from user to clarify the situation, but there are others that we don't...”, E repeatedly makes use of this argument to defend the idea that Marcial's company has been subcontracted by the water company as is therefore answerable to that company, and not to complaints made directly by the citizens.  As a result, if user C has a specific complaint to make about the work carried out by Marcial, it is up to the water company to find a solution, as no direct link exists between the user and the subcontractor. 
It is clear that C and E have adopted two irreconcilable postures; each has placed their proposed solutions in two distinct frames that generate expectations of differing socio-discursive action and behaviour. However, the way in which E argues the company’s legal position with regard to the resolution of customer complaints reveals that her role as a representative of the institution has in fact turned into a role of power, and we could even venture to suggest one of authoritarianism.  Proof of this is one of the responses quoted above, which she offers the customer as a means of rejecting the latter’s proposal:  “the fact is there are things that we need from user to clarify the situation, but there are others that we don't...”.  This is a universalist strategy that refers to an objective that is unrelated to the discourse and which therefore admits no form of negotiation whatsoever.   
This depersonalised and objective style will continue throughout the rest of the interview and lead to several communicative misunderstandings between both.  As a result, rather than serving to ease the discursive conflict, these communicative resources actually intensify it because the employee uses them to “impose” her version of the truth, rather than to assist in the “co-operative search” for a solution to the problem (Habermas, 1981:60). Only a joint search, with E offering specific explanations for the company’s approach to the resolution of conflicts and complaints, could be considered as a democratic action in keeping with the new management style; or, as Habermas would say, a rational communicative action  (op. cit. 110). 
The customer’s use of practically identical linguistic-discursive resources, as an argumentative strategy in order to reject the employee’s position, also constitutes empirical proof of his perception of this authoritarian attitude.
  
a) Discursive resources most frequently employed by E: 





2	E: 	E::r... Let's see, we've got something but… not definite. 
3	Because let's see, er, well, 
4	A technician from from from the company, from water company 
5	went and measured a certain way.
6	but the thing is that now e::r he says:: 
7	the engineer says
8	that we have to-
9	that he wants Marcial and :: the technician to get together 
10	to get...
11	Because, the thing is they don't coincide,
12	so  in order not to have 








The employee summarises the action, or in other words the sequence of events, in a narrative style.  As a result, E presents herself as merely a medium for transmitting the details of  a procedure that has been established by the company, discursively distancing herself from the information provided, and thereby achieving the desired depersonalised and objective style (further examples of this can be found in fragments 49-55, 124-135 and 310-315).
The second strategy used is that of authorisation (Van Leeuwen, 1995), which confers a confident and irrefutable tone to E's discourse.  In response to C's protests, E refers to the technicians in this field as being responsible for the decisions that have been adopted: “it's up to them to decide…they're the technicians" (188-190).
Finally, E uses several ways to express her firm rejection of the actions proposed by C: the use of turns as a response, showing her disagreement with C, using discursive speech acts that Pomerantz (1984) would classify as dispreferrred: “you can't tell… no, that's not the way it is" (91-92; other examples in 121, 188 and 213-214); likewise, she also frequently resorts to the use of modal expressions with a certain coercive impact, such as "you can't say that" (213).
It is clear from the outset that E has no difficulties in describing in narrative terms the actions carried out or in providing the necessary explanations for the company's behaviour, yet at no time is she prepared to negotiate other possible ways of resolving C's problem.  Right from the beginning it is plain that her intention is to control the interaction. The solutions provided by the company are presented as irrefutable actions.  The basic strategies used in her discourse are, one the one hand, a depersonalised and objective style, combined with a firm and determined tone obtained through the use of replies. These strategies are aimed at establishing institution-client interaction based on a clear power relationship that enables her to minimise the problem posed by C. 
The use of these strategies may be effective on certain occasions, but in this case they lead to categorical interactional failure due to the fact that C refuses to accept this exercise of power. 

(b) Discursive resources employed by C that challenge the discursive asymmetry: 





20	C: 	Things should be settled between both parties, 
21	both of the parties involved.
22	I was one of them,
23	I'm the one that's going to have to pay…, 
24	and I'm the one that's making a complaint,
25	and those that were there.
26	 The thing is...





Our sociocultural experience indicates that this legal practice was and still remains common in rural Galician society. The large number of conflicts arising from disputes over irrigation rights and rights of way frequently lead to legal action and conciliation acts that constitute an initial attempt at reaching a solution.  It is therefore understandable that this man (whose appearance situates him in the lower-middle classes and an older age bracket) is familiar with this legal frame.  In fact he presents it as the only possible frame for the resolution of conflicts. As a result, and given that the company does not use a procedure that he considers to be a standard practice, he feels authorised to challenge and delegitimise the company's actions, as shown at the end of the previous example (further examples appear in 191-192, 210-212, 244-247 and 280-285).
The strategies used by C to counter-attack E and reject the asymmetry also combine a depersonalised and objective style with personalisation strategies. They are constructed as a resource to direct the discussion towards his own particular problem, as described below: 
1.  The use of technical discourse as part of the allusions he makes to the legal institutional frame: “things should be settled between both parties, both of the parties involved” (20-21), “the affected party is the one who's making the complaint” (63) and “to pass sentence" (119). 
2. The use of the third person pronoun or the indefinite pronoun to refer to the agents making the complaint: “someone” (62), “the party involved” (63), “the one who's making the complaint” (136), “both parties” (184).
3. The presence of narrativisation, a strategy employed in the depersonalised style to summarise the company's actions (see 82-87, already mentioned).
4. The consistent use of competitive turns and overlapping. Except in some instances of collaborative turns (58 and 60) where continuers are used to show C's agreement with E, what normally occurs is that C introduces competitive turns and overlapping to take away E's turn.
5. The use of periphrasis of obligation to confer a sense of weight and authority on the proposal:  “things should be settled between both parties...” (20-21, included above). Therefore, just as E had resorted to the use of a universalisation strategy in order to present the company’s decision as an irrefutable truth (334-338), the customer now presents his own truth as a coercive value within the interpretative world he has activated.   
Finally it can be seen that this latest meeting between C and E has failed to resolve the problem. The incompatibility of the communicative patterns between institution and client lead to a discursive conflict that accentuates the problem existing between the client and the institutional representative even further. In this case the problem does not lie with the customer, but with the employee’s behaviour. She fails to realise that in this instance her interlocutor is not just a citizen presenting a complaint and a solution to the problem that fails to comply with company regulations, but is instead a person who, throughout the course of the interaction, reveals his social and educational disadvantage in a new democratic society that in discursive terms has changed faster than his capacity for assimilation.  In other words, what this interaction reveals is the fact that the interpretative framework that the customer activates is no longer appropriate for the resolution of administrative processes.  Yet even more serious is the fact that his interlocutor fails to become aware of this inequality and attempts to impose the regulations without offering sufficient explanations. We could therefore consider that this citizen has been “excluded” from the procedures that regulate the conditions of use of this discourse (Foucault, 1970:32 and 52) and that the institutional representative makes no attempt to facilitate his inclusion.


Interview 2: Two women who have failed to understand the information sent to them. 
The issue discussed in this interaction arises because these clients have not understood one of the documents sent out by the company.  These documents included a sample bill with an explanation of each of the concepts (this sample bill was a copy of the amount the company charged itself). Like many other people, almost all of whom were elderly, these women mistook the sample bill for a real bill and went to the company's offices because they were under the impression that they were being charged twice. This interaction therefore corresponds to a type (b) interview, as described in section 3. 
The interaction can be divided into two sections: in the first of these sections (1-93) the women accept the employee's role as an expert in this type of communicative situation and submit to her authority; yet in the second section (94 onwards) and following, the employee's continued reproaches, they rebel against the situation and attempt to re-establish their own image through the use of various arguments and communicative strategies.  In the second section therefore, they exchange their submissive role of clients with no expertise in this type of administrative interaction for that of citizens demanding that their rights be upheld. 
	In lines 2-17, one of the clients, C1, describes the purpose of her visit, indicating that she has come to the office to enquire why she has received her bill before time (in other words, because she has received two bills, she is under the impression that the second one is a bill sent out in advance).  When the employee realises the woman's mistake, she answers with an interrogative speech act, with no attempt at courtesy: "What does it say there?" (21). C2 then commences her active role in the interaction by accepting the mistake of not having noticed what the employee is pointing to: “... We probably didn't notice that...” (22-27). However, E2 seems oblivious to this apology and goes on to formulate to two expositive speech acts (Austin, 1962), which unquestionably threaten the clients' image, and which serve to reproach the women for not having read the information they were sent: "you didn't read it … you didn't even bother to look” (28 and 30); “and it's not even issued in your name or with your address" (34-36); in this second case she moves from the use of the courtesy pronoun to that of the solidarity pronoun of the second person plural.   In her following interventions, E2 moderates her tone and explains the contents of the information the women have received.  However, the employee makes little use of the strategies of the type referred to above; she merely repeatedly states that it is an explanation of the bill (41-48, 59-63 and 65-67). Finally, as the women insistently express the same query (75-82 and 86-93), the employee resorts to further reproaches: " if you just took a moment to read it, to look at it…" (94-96) and “but if you would just look at it for a moment" (99-100).
From here on, C1 instigates a change in the asymmetrical roles they have played so far. Up until this stage the two clients had accepted their role as non-experts in this type of interaction, fully aware of their inferior symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1982:137-138) in comparison with that of the employee who is dealing with them:  this is corroborated by C1’s repeated use of the lexical term “explain” in 3 and 13 in order to indicate the purpose of his visit.  However, in line 97 C1 responds to the employee's reproaches with various strategies for the self-defence of their image (a justification based on external proof): on the one hand, she refers to the differences in the education they have received, "No, no, I did look at it, but I didn't understand it" (97-98), “I'm not as clever as you, you know? That's one thing I'm completely sure of" (101-104); and on the other hand, to the possible intellectual inequality, "They must be cleverer than I am" (in response to E2's reproach that everyone else has been able to understand this information, 109-112). 






119.	E2:	[And that's it, [hey.
120.	C2:	    	         [There's no need
121.	 		for you to talk like that
122.	 		in that way.
123.	 		We've come to you 
124.	  	to ask you a question,
125.	 		and you [you get xx xx
126.	 C1:		[You're here to help us, hey.
127.	 C2: You're here to help, hey.
128.	 		 [xx xx xx
129.	 C1: [And that's the most important thing, hey.
130.	 C2: it's not that, er. ...
131.	 		 You're a bit rude, er. ...
132.	 		 I'm really sorry,
133.	 		 but you're no good at dealing with the
 		 public, hey.
		 [The clients get ready to leave]
134. C1: Don't laugh, it's the truth.





The two women join forces in a kind of angry duet and remind the employee of her obligations in this type of communicative situations (120-127), telling her that she is coming across as rude and incapable of doing her job (131-133).  However, the illocutive force of these final accusations is minimised somewhat due to the use of the adjective bit and the negative politeness formula I'm really sorry.
 In this final fragment, in which the two women take control of the interaction, the relationship of power and authority is inverted.  Initially, they appear to accept their position of discursive inferiority generated in situations of this type when dealing with official organisations, but they later activate their role as citizens entitled to demand respect for their right to receive information. In this new interpretative framework, they see the employee as a civil servant who is required to comply with her obligations.  Consequently, whilst in interview 1 the customer left with a sense of disappointment due to the fact that the interpretative framework he activated proved to be ineffective within administrative discourse, in the second interview, the two women managed to successfully take control of the interaction by activating universalising strategies based on the defence of their image and aimed at restoring the respect they deserve as citizens.  Explained in Foucault’s terms (1994:55), the customers in interviews 1 and 2 all react against the employee’s attempts to use her knowledge to impose her will, yet in the latter case the two women are communicatively more successful as they manage to reassert their authority by appealing to universal principles of coexistence. 
From the employee’s point of view, the result is a failed interaction because she does not have the discursive resources necessary to resolve this type of communicative conflict. In our opinion, the employee’s main problem is that she proves incapable of deploying the depersonalisation and personalisation strategies used by several of her fellow workers (section 3), resorting instead exclusively to the repetition of her initial explanation. This lack of communicative resources is perhaps the one of the reasons that leads her to employ speech acts that are clearly impolite.  
The conflict revealed in this interview is repeated with other clients and is mainly the result of a lack of informative planning by the company (see other cases in Prego-Vázquez, 2003). Yet the most serious aspect of this poor planning is that rather than affecting all citizens equally, it has a particular impact on the most disadvantaged group in terms of symbolic capital.  

Interview 3: A woman who is angry because of a large bill she has received.  
The last interview corresponds to a type c) case, namely a situation of potential conflict created by the client right from the beginning of the interaction and which is worsened due to the employees' inability to use the strategies referred to above in an effective manner. 
The root of the problem lies in the visit made to the offices by a client who believes that a mistake has been made on the water bill she has received for her store. In her opinion, the total amount she has been charged does not correspond whatsoever to the amount of water actually used in the business she runs. Two employees are involved in the attempt to resolve the problem.  Initially, only E2 intervenes, yet when this employee is unable to solve the matter on her own, another employee (E4) comes to her aid, and both intervene from this stage until the end of the interaction. The strategies used by the employees are limited exclusively to depersonalisation strategies; indeed, their constant recourse to this type of strategies is one of the principal reasons for the worsening of the conflict between the client and the employees as the interaction progresses. 
Right from the initial pair of adjacencies, the client turns the issue of possible overcharging into a conflict through her use of a speech act formulated in a tone that threatens the employee's image, who in turn responds in practically the same tone; they include an order with almost no attempt at politeness on the part of the client (“well, I'll leave the bill with you... when it's right, send it to me”, 10-13) and the beginning of a threat formulated by the employee in response to the previous order (“if you want us to explain it to you, we will, but if you don't, well...”, 14-16). The employee's final assessment in 17-18 (“because that's not the way things...”), which the client takes up in 19-23 (“in other words, that's not the way things are sent … that's obvious"), confirm the atmosphere of confrontation that is to be present throughout the interview. 
It is at this stage that the employees begin to construct their despersonalisation strategies; they can be grouped together at two stages in the interaction and with the following two functions: 1) an objective justification of the veracity of the information included on the bill (24 onwards); and 2) acknowledgement of a possible mistake on the bill, even though this may include objective justification in order to minimise the threat to the company's image (132 onwards.). 
In the first instance (justification of the veracity of the information included on the bill, lines 24 onwards), depersonalisation is constructed through the following linguistic procedures: the presence of objective references to technical terminology (consume water, [water], leak, [meter] readings, in 26-28, 31, 33, 36 and 102), the use of the passive with the reflexive pronoun se (“se consumió” [was consumed], 28)  and the reiterated use of an impersonal epistemic expression (Haverkate, 2002:66-67) to confirm the veracity of the information contained on the bill (it's obvious that..., in 25 and 63).
	In the second case (132ss.), first E2 and then E4 begin to accept the existence of a possible error through the use of structures that express epistemic modality (of doubt or subjectivity, in contrast to the precious objectivity), “... when the meter reading was taken” (128-132), “I don't know whether your meter might be broken” (146-147), “the only thing I can think of is that they're...” (166-169). During the following stage of the interaction (175 onwards), both employees construct a new phase in their depersonalisation strategy through expressions of generalisation, based on statistical data; from the mass of existing data, the client's case is classified as an exception: "out of forty something thousand users with excess consumption, you're the first one with an incorrect reading" (176-179); “you're the first one we may have made a mistake like that with…" (189-190); “out of five hundred people with excess consumption, you're the only one…" (220-226); “everyone else with excess consumption has either had a leak or they have used more" (229-234); “everyone who has excess consumption, everyone,… we send an inspector to check the reading…"; "everyone says the same thing: this bill is wrong, I don't use that much’...”  (the last two examples are not included in the appendix). 
	The repeated and accumulative use of this depersonalisation strategy fails to convince the customer, who in this instance is a younger women and therefore more familiar with administrative procedures than the previous customers. The analysis of her replies reveals that this customer does not see the employees’ responses as a satisfactory explanation for her problem, but rather as “constructed” statements designed to protect the company’s power and image.  She is gradually beginning to realise that an administrative error has been committed that the employees are not prepared to openly admit.  Unlike the customers in the previous interviews, her more extensive communicative resources and capacity to deal with this kind of interaction will enable her to base her arguments on the same arguments employed by the workers.  As we will show below, the result will be greater equality in terms of access to symbolic resources.   




50	C1:	Well, so first you should say 
51	E2:		[I'm not going to re-
52	C1:	“Look, 	[I'm going to check”.
53	E2:		[I'm not going to read] the meters,
eh. 
54	C1:	Of course not, but first you should  [say to
me xx “I'll check for you”.
55	E2: 	 			 	 [I'm
telling you what the readings are.
56	C1:	I'll ch-, you mean,
57	 	You can tell me what's on the bill, 
58	  	I can see what's on the bill,
59	  	I can see that it's not right.
60		Hey?
61	E2:	Uh: twenty thousand nine hundred and
 	twenty-two.
62		That's not being arrogant,
63	  	it's obvious that-
64	C1:	But you're saying to me:
65	  	“Look, no, no, no, if you want I'll explain
it to you”.
66		Yes, no, you should say to me:
67		“Well, look, I'll check”.
68	E2:	Look,
69		The first [thing,
70	C1:	               [Eh...
71	E2:  you were angry before you started
72	C1:	Yes, [yes I was,
73	E2:	        [so you don't even let me
74	C1:	because [with a bill for twenty-two
thousand pesetas...
75	E2:	              [xx Well, then just calm down 
76	  	and we'll explain it all to you ,	
77	 	there's no need for any fuss,
78		[the excess consumption.
79	C1:	[Look, 
80		I'm speaking to you correctly,
81	 	 politely,
82	  	I'm speaking properly,
83	  	like you're talking to me.
84	  	Now,
85	  	you should say to me, 
86	  	 “Well look,
87	  	we'll check”, eh?
88	 	because there could be a mistake,
89	  	couldn't there?


	The asymmetrical relationship set up between the employee and the client from the beginning of the interview, in which the former presents herself as the expert proving the veracity of the facts by offering objective evidence, is called into question by the client between 41 and 47.  She rejects the supposed amount of water consumed through the use of four negative structures (41-44) and accuses the employee of arrogance in lines 46-47.  From then on, and amid attempts by the employee to justify her objectivity (51, 55 and 62-63), the client begins to use the direct speech procedure referred to above.  By doing so, this woman brings two discursive situations into the present: on the one hand, the employee's actual response she has maintained since the start of the interview, and on the other hand, an idealised situation in which, according to the woman, the employee is required to respect the client's rights, based on the premise that the client's claims may be equally true as the objective data contained in the bill. The contrast in verbal mode (the constatative use of the indicative in contrast to the coercive function of the periphrasis of obligation) in 65-66 clearly shows the two situations described (this contrast is repeated in 85-86 and 212-218). For this customer, truth is not the exclusive right of the organisation, but has to be based on facts that are acceptable to both parties, in other words a “shared truth” reached through consensus.      	The second procedure occurs at the level of the pairs of adjacencies, and specifically in the first section of a series of pairs of adjacencies uttered by the client during the course of the employees' explanation with the purpose of attacking the positions they are defending.  Indeed, from this moment on, as soon as the employees attempt to demonstrate that the amount of water that appears on the bill is correct through the use of objective data, the client repeatedly interrupts them with interrogative speech acts or reformulations (occasionally to ironic effect) of the information they are giving.  These speech acts therefore act as a counter-argument designed to reject the employees' position. 
- “And so what's the point of the last reading?” (36).
-  “Look, from one hundred and ninety-four, it goes up to twenty.  That's a bit strange, isn't it?” (107-108). 
- So how come we've got twenty?” (122).
- “But what is this?  So you mean the meter resets when it gets to twenty?” (143-145).
- “No, I know exactly where the mistake is, can't you see?  Because as far as I know, I still know how to read and subtract, see?” (203-209). 

These last three examples also show how the employee runs out of arguments to justify the objectivity she has defended at the beginning of the interview.  The doubts she expresses from line 109 onwards mark the beginning of her acceptance of a possible error (132ff and 146-147), which has already been openly expressed by E4 in 166-169 (examples included on previous pages).
Through the use of these linguistic procedures, the client (C1) gradually takes control of the interaction and re-establishes her image as an expert in this type of interaction. This becomes clear when, from line 251 onwards, another client (C2), whom she knows personally, enters the scene.  At this stage C1 once again resorts to the use of direct speech (256-266) in order to undermine the authority of the employees' behaviour.  She finishes with a kind of threat or serious warning, "let that be a lesson to you, next time perhaps you should check first, hey?" (268-271). What this customer appears to be telling the employees is that truth or knowledge is a perspective linked to specific events rather than merely to objective facts, as they are trying to show (Foucault, 1994:182-184).  However, she also seems to be aware that people in a situation of power also have access to privileged information, hence her counter-arguments designed specifically to break down this knowledge.
Finally, and despite the conflictive tone that continues until the end of the interview (both participants continue to reproach each other), the interaction comes to a satisfactory close with the acknowledgement by both parties of the errors committed on both sides. 

5. Final interpretations.
	On summing up the ideas put forward in the preceding pages, we would like to recall the words of Giddens regarding organisations, and which are illustrated precisely by the case we have discussed here: “En la actualidad, las organizaciones son una parte de nuestras vidas mucho más importante de lo que lo han sido nunca... Cada vez que utilizamos el teléfono, abrimos el grifo... estamos en contacto con organizaciones y, hasta cierto punto, dependemos de ellas... Gracias a la compañía del agua, por ejemplo, damos por hecho que cuando abrimos el grifo sale agua, y que así ocurre también en los grifos de millones de personas. Pero esta empresa también depende de otras organizaciones, como las que construyen y mantienen los depósitos; éstas, a su vez, dependen de otras, y así sucesivamente...”​[12]​ (2001:444). In other words, there is another side to the simple act of accessing a running water supply, of such little significance for us yet which remains beyond the reach of millions of individuals in developing countries, in terms of the bureaucracy imposed by the networks of the private and public organisations involved.  
As we have seen, a lack of knowledge on the part of the clients regarding the internal and external processes of these organisations may give rise to communicative problems and difficulties not only for the clients themselves, but also for the employees who, despite acting as representatives for these organisations before the public, only have a minimum decision-making capacity within them.  From another perspective, the public's lack of bureaucratic knowledge also has a negative impact on the organisation itself, as it is accused of implementing higher charges even though it may not be solely responsible for these increases. During employee-client interaction, complying with the roles discussed in the definition of organisation discourse implies, on the one hand, that it is the employees who normally maintain control of the interaction, which may prove beneficial in terms of communicative efficiency, whilst at the same time facilitating the client's access to organisational discourse and procedures. However, we have also seen that a lack of flexibility in the exercise of this power may generate problems and conflicts, since the failure to listen to what the client is saying and preventing him/her from being able to contribute to the negotiated construction of the conversational meaning, can lead to instances of serious cross-talk, as seen in interview 1. 
Furthermore, it is important to bear in mind the fact that when clients go to these organisations, they do so in the full awareness of their condition of citizens entitled to a series of rights, and as such they expect to be able to play an active role and express their opinions, with the guarantee that they will be listened to and respected (interviews 2 and 3). Consequently, the democratic macro-structure present here is made up of a set of suppositions regarding the equal nature of individual rights.  Yet on occasions people are prevented from exercising these rights, due to the fact that they are unable to access the knowledge about these organisations and the discursive resources that exist therein. Therefore, the second characteristic we have attributed to organisation discourse, namely specialisation in a context of professional culture, shows how structural considerations have a direct impact on the possibility of actually exercising a series of apparently inalienable rights. 
The third and final organisational characteristic we have highlighted is the fact that these are power-covered organisations. This power implies a series of prerogatives that enables the organisation to plan its decision and changes "without consulting the clients/citizens", even though the latter will inevitably be involved in the construction of these decisions. A dilemma therefore arises whenever considerable differences emerge between the initial planning (in our research this consisted of the normalisation of a service in order to make it transparent and fair for all) and the socio-discursive reality that is built up.  According to our data, the gap between the planning and the socio-discursive results widens for a number of reasons: firstly, no consideration has been given to the unequal participation of the clients/citizens in the employee/client interaction (administrative discourse); secondly, the information provided beforehand is not sufficiently straightforward; and finally, the employees have not been given sufficient information and training in order to be able to cope efficiently with the practical problems they are faced with.
Despite prior planning, in democratic terms no real consideration has been given to communication: the corporate hierarchy constructs a service and its degree of transparency "for" the public and to a lesser extent, for the employees who will act as mediators between the public and company, yet it fails to include the public and its own mediators in this process. The consequence of this is that a number of citizens consider that the company is acting in an arbitrary manner, an opinion that is also transferred to the public body that is behind the private company. Improvements to the initial written communication would undoubtedly have had a positive effect on the image of both organisations. 
The results of our research have provided an in-depth insight into the complex network of relations that exist between discourse and power, one of the major fields of research in Interactional Sociolinguistics and Critical Discourse Analysis over the last few decades. However, rather than merely constituting an end in itself, a major aspect for consideration is the application of this new theoretical knowledge obtained from these kinds of empirical studies to the appraisal and resolution of communicative problems in modern-day organisations (Pan, Wong Scollon and Scollon, 2002).
On the one hand, the socio-discursive study of the communicative practices that take place between professionals and clients have enabled us to identify the fact that several of the problems arising between individuals and institutions are linked to conflicts of a purely discursive nature. The qualitative and interpretative analysis carried out in this research highlights those problems that are connected to discursive misunderstandings caused by the existence of differing interpretative frames or a lack of the communicative strategies and interactive resources necessary for successful interaction within the institutional setting. 
Furthermore, this type of research also enables us to develop proposals for communicative audits that are adapted to the specific problems detected in each individual case or situation.  When establishing a set of measures aimed at improving communication, it is vital to consider the fact that interaction is the result of a socio-discursive co-construction between the participants. For this reason, the standard "magic solutions" proposed by a number of commercial communication manuals should be ignored, as they fail to take into consideration the various factors involved in the process of sociodiscursive co-construction: types of participants; unequal access of the social actors to discursive resources, and the context as a negotiable process rather than a product. In this sense, no discourse strategy or communicative style can be considered to be better or worse than any other; instead, their effectiveness will depend on whether they are appropriate in terms of both the context and the desired communicative goals.​[13]​
Along these same lines, the analysis and interpretation included in this article have acted as the basis for the creation of a series of activities designed to enable the professionals to successfully undertake the following: (a) to extend their range of discourse strategies; (b) to employ and mobilise the most appropriate and effective strategies, in accordance with the contextual factors existing; (c) to reflect on their communicative competence and to assess the success of their communicative performance; and (d) to develop new skills and strategies based on their own experience.
In conclusion, this research-action study combines both the theoretical and applied aspects of Discourse Analysis.  It demonstrates the effectiveness of the methodological tools proposed by the various currents of discourse study for the analysis and detection of communicative problems.  It also shows that the consolidated theoretical knowledge of thirty years of social-interactional research plays a vital part in the creation of communicative audits that meet the specific needs of companies and organisations. This field, which has been widely and successfully explored in America by Scollon and his collaborators (op.cit.), has had little impact in Spain and Galicia. Indeed, in the specific case of Galicia, we are convinced that too little attention is given to the question of communication in companies, institutions and organisations. We therefore consider it necessary to introduce this applied dimension of Discourse Analysis in order to improve communication planning and management in organisations and thereby offer citizens better quality services. 
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^1	  This article is included in the Comtecno Project (Communication and New Technologies: Companies, Organisations and Institutions), financed by the Galician Autonomous Government (Xunta de Galicia) since August 2000 to December 2003 (reference code PGIDT00PXI10404PR).
^2	  The name of the company and the city in which it is located have been omitted from this work in order to guarantee the confidentiality of the data; from here on, it will be referred to as the company or the water company.  Despite maintaining its anonymity, we would however like to thank both the company's management and workers that took part in our research for their time and their generous contribution. 
^3	   This project is also the result of our desire to extend earlier research we have undertaken into institutional discourse to other types of public discourse. Our earlier work had focused specifically on the discourse generated by various state organisations, namely political and mass media discourse.
^4	   For references to research prior to this decade, see Sarangi and Roberts (1999: Introduction).
^5	  “[Ethnomethodologists] fail to address the question of the social construction of the principles of construction of the social reality they are aiming to describe, as well as that of the role played by the State in the construction of the principles of construction set up by the agents for the purposes of creating a social order". Translation from the Spanish edition.
^6	  In this instance Briggs is not referring to the position of Ethnomethodology, but to Chomsky's vision that aims to distance his position as a critical intellectual and his (in Briggs’ opinion) highly conservative approach to the study of language. 
^7	   The field work was designed and carried out by the co-author Luzia Domínguez-Seco, as part of the work required for her post-doctoral grant awarded by the University of A Coruña during 2001. 
^8	  The impact this situation may have had for the political party that had to deal with these changes in the management of the water system and other services should not be underestimated. Indeed the more or less "deliberate" campaign carried out by certain organisations with considerable power and influence within the city against the water company was also directed to varying degrees against the governing party, in power in the local authority for the first time ever, and which lost the following elections.    
^9	  The Spanish version of these examples is included in the appendix.
^10	  See Domínguez-Seco (2003) and Prego-Vázquez (2003) for the analysis of other interactions included in our project.
^11	  The interview fragments are also included in the appendix, where the Spanish version has been maintained; in this section 4 we have translated the most characteristic and significant examples into English. 
^12	  Today organisations are a far more important part of our lives than ever before…Each time we make a telephone call, turn on the tap… we are in contact with organisations and, to a certain degree, we depend on them…Thanks to the water utility company, for instance, we take it for granted that when the turn on the tap water will come out, as it does from the taps of millions of people.  Yet this company depends in turn on other organisations, and so it goes on…" (Translation from Spanish).
^13	  This is in line with the approach adopted by Pan, Wong Scollon and Scollon (2002) in the development of a practical method designed to improve professional communication at international meetings. They have used their research based on interactional Sociolinguistics and Discourse Analysis to propose a series of tasks for communicative audits in companies and organisations. Consequently, we do not expect these authors to provide any magic recipes guaranteed to solve communicative difficulties. Instead, they offer a series of strategies and resources that lead us to self-reflection and an understanding of the communicative process. 
